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Abstract Arcadia Planitia, a region in the northern midlatitudes of Mars, displays an uncommonly high
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abundance of simple craters with a concentric morphology, which is indicative of layering beneath the
surface. Radar measurements suggest that the near surface layers could be made of excess water ice. In this
study, we select two of these impact structures of similar size (Dc ~ 500 m), model their formation through
iSALE shock physics code, and investigate the dependence of the ﬁnal crater morphology on the material
model parameters (cohesion and friction coefﬁcient). Our parameter study shows that the intact and
damaged cohesions of the nonporous ice play a fundamental role to obtain a good ﬁt between our models
and the topographic proﬁles taken from the digital terrain models in terms of crater diameter, crater wall
inclination, and depth and size of the upper terrace. The central pit shape is instead controlled by
the damaged friction coefﬁcient of the basaltic crust, but it is mainly affected by projectile density and speed.
Our results conﬁrm that two layers of relatively pure water ice, each with different rheology and
porosity, can explain the unique double‐terraced morphology of impact craters in Arcadia Planitia. The low
values of cohesion we ﬁnd for the ice might point to snowfall as emplacement mechanism in the region.
The different thicknesses of the ice layers in the two crater areas seem to suggest variations in ice deposition
and/or evolution history across Arcadia Planitia.

Plain Language Summary Impact craters are described by a bowl‐shaped morphology at smaller
sizes. Any departure from such a shape provides insight into subsurface target properties, including
changes in density, strength, water content, porosity, and composition. In particular, the presence of steps
(or “terraces”) along the walls of simple craters provides a straightforward example of complexity within
the planetary crusts, and indicates an abrupt transition from upper, weaker layers to deeper, stronger
material. Using numerical modeling, we studied two examples of terraced craters in Arcadia Planitia, Mars,
to derive information about the rheological properties of the upper Martian crust. This analysis
supports radar remote sensing measurements and suggests shallow ice‐rich layers in Martian midlatitudes
terrains could plausibly cause the terraces observed in these craters. The distribution and properties of
water ice are important for understanding Mars' climatic history, as well as the availability of in‐situ
resources for future human exploration.

1. Introduction
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Impact craters (or impact structures) are one of the most widespread landforms on planetary surfaces. Crater
morphology naturally varies with size, showing either a bowl shape or a ﬂattened shape with central peak
and terraced walls. The development of either of these morphologies depends on the extent of the collapse
of the initial transient cavity, which is limited to crater rim and wall material slumping into the crater ﬂoor
in the ﬁrst case (simple craters). In the case of complex craters, modiﬁcations involve crater rise and rim
collapse favored by the temporary strength weakening of the target material surrounding the transient cavity
(e.g., Melosh, 1989). The impactor kinetic energy is not the unique controlling parameter for the ﬁnal crater
morphology, but also target properties such as layering, material strength, porosity, and thermal state can
cause variation in the ﬁnal crater morphology within a given crater class (e.g., Chandnani et al., 2019;
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Collins et al., 2008; Ivanov et al., 2010; Martellato et al., 2017; Osinski et al., 2019; Silber et al., 2017), due
to differences in the propagation of the shock waves produced upon collision within the target medium
(e.g., Melosh, 1989; Melosh & Ivanov, 1999).
The presence of a layered stratigraphy in planetary crusts revealed by crater morphology has been investigated by a number of authors. First laboratory experiments pointed out that an increase in the target material strength caused the modiﬁcation of the canonical bowl shape of simple craters into central‐mound, ﬂat
bottom, and concentric geometries for a decreasing thickness of the surﬁcial weak layer over a stronger one
(Oberbeck & Quaide, 1967). The relation between crater morphology and surﬁcial layer thickness was then
used to infer the thickness of the lunar regolith by means of morphometric measurements (e.g., Bart
et al., 2011; Quaide & Oberbeck, 1968). From observational studies on Mars, Herrick and Hynek (2017) suggested similarly that the ﬂat ﬂoors might develop in craters for the presence of a harder substratum placed at
the base of the initial transient cavity. More recently, analogous investigations were carried out again as
numerical experiments. Senft and Stewart (2007) showed that the shock impedance contrast between ice
and rock layers could modify the crater mechanics and produce changes in the ﬁnal shape of the craters,
as well as variation in the ejecta emplacement. Prieur et al. (2018) carried out systematic numerical simulations, showing that the progressive variation in the crater morphology is affected by impact velocity and the
material strength of layers, whereas Martellato et al. (2017) investigated whether the inverse cone‐truncated
morphology of a lunar simple crater might be related to subsequent differently strengthened lava ﬂow
emplacement. At larger crater sizes, Hopkins et al. (2019) analyzed the effects of weak layers in a simulated
planetary target by developing a new routine to improve computational resources when taking into account
more realistic model setups. Other studies (e.g., Chandnani et al., 2019; Osinski et al., 2019) examined the
effects of a layered stratigraphy on lunar craters in the transitional size range from the simple to the complex
morphology (~15–20 km) and supported target layering as a key factor in explaining crater differences.
Chandnani et al. (2019) found indeed that weak layers favor crater collapse, and the onset for the complex
morphology occurs at a lower crater diameter in comparison to target with higher strength.
Lithological variations with depth have been identiﬁed as a natural attribute of planetary crusts (e.g., Collins
et al., 2008; Hiesinger et al., 2001; Ono et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2012; Senft & Stewart, 2007; Weider
et al., 2010). A layered stratigraphy may also be expected on Mars. Barker and Bhattacharya (2018) illustrated the evolutionary sequence of the Northern plains since the Early Noachian era (cf. Figures 4–8 in
Barker & Bhattacharya, 2018), with progressive diminishing of near surface water being due to environmental changes, including temperature and atmospheric pressure dropoff. The thinning of the primordial ocean
came in parallel with surface mantling of layers of Aeolian dust and volcanic ash, impact crater ejecta,
volcanic ﬂow emplacement, and ﬂuvial sedimentation.
Throughout the Amazonian, the ice deposition and sublimation at different latitudes depends on climate
variations, which in turn are primarily controlled by obliquity (e.g., Head et al., 2003). When Mars has been
in high obliquity periods (>30°), ice at high latitudes is unstable and relocated to the equatorial regions. At
the same time, the planet likely experiences high water vapor content in the atmosphere due to the higher
insolation at the poles, and dust content in the atmosphere may rise due to strong winds. Periodically every
~40 kyr, Martian obliquity has decreased down to 22–26°. In these conditions, ice in the polar areas is stable
and reaccumulates, sublimating from the low‐latitude and midlatitude regions. During sublimation of ice,
impurities such as dust are left behind, leading to the formation of a porous surface “lag” deposit that can
inhibit further sublimation (e.g., Bramson et al., 2017; Head et al., 2003). Therefore, the midlatitude zone
is characterized by a periodic sequence of ice deposition and ice removal, which may have built up a layered
stratigraphy in the subsurface.
The depth and thickness of ice within the stratigraphy of the Martian surface, as well as its origin and mixture with lithic material and/or porosity, are still not completely characterized. Mellon et al. (2008), on the
basis of measurements of Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) onboard Mars Odyssey, suggested that much of
the Martian middle to high latitudes is made up of an ice‐rich permafrost layer, overlain by a thin layer of ice‐
free lag deposit that insulates the ice layer. At the latitudes of the Phoenix Lander (68°N), such ice table is
expected to be few centimeters (≲10 cm) under the surface and in diffusive equilibrium with the water vapor
present in the atmosphere (Mellon et al., 2008, 2009). The depth at which the ice material can be found is
expected to increase with decreasing latitude, where temperatures are warmer and the ice is thus less stable.
There is also abundant evidence for thick (tens of meters) ice deposits in the subsurface down to latitudes of
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Figure 1. Map of terraced craters, with diameter ranging from few hundreds of meters up to less than 1 km, in Arcadia
Planitia (modiﬁed from Bramson et al., 2015). The different symbols refer to a different crater classiﬁcation:
questionable, single‐terraced craters, double‐terraced craters. The red and the blue stars indicate the location of Crater 1
and Crater 2, respectively, which are the two double‐terraced impact structures modeled in this study.

~35°, including sublimation‐thermokarst geomorphologies (Dundas et al., 2015; Viola et al., 2015), thermal
contraction polygons (Mangold, 2005; Mellon et al., 1997), visible evidence of ice‐exposing new impact
craters (Byrne et al., 2009; Dundas et al., 2014), and low dielectric constant estimates from radar
subsurface measurements in Arcadia and Utopia Planitiae (Bramson et al., 2015; Stuurman et al., 2016).
In the northern midlatitude Arcadia Planitia region, the morphological interface between an underlying
basaltic crust and an upper weaker ice deposit may occur at a depth of tens meters based on the presence
of reﬂectors in MRO Shallow Radar (SHARAD) data (Bramson et al., 2015), though the purity of the ice
throughout the bulk of the subsurface layer is debated (Campbell & Morgan, 2018). Dundas et al. (2018) discovered thick (~100 m) ice mantling deposits along scarps in the midlatitude regions, including northern
Arcadia Planitia. Bramson et al. (2017) modeled the conditions needed for the preservation of excess ice
in the midlatitudes within the last tens of millions of years. They suggested a bulk ice porosity of 25–35%
and a dust content of 1–5% to ﬁt the dielectric constants derived in the Bramson et al. (2015) and
Stuurman et al. (2016) radar measurements. It is unclear how long porosity could be maintained in
Martian ice deposits, though it should decrease with depth due to age and compaction from the overburden.
As snow/ice would be weaker than bedrock, crater morphologies (such as those described above) may be
able to detect such ice mantling in midlatitudes (e.g., proposed in Bramson et al., 2015). While previous studies had mapped intermediate‐sized and large craters across Mars (≥5 km, e.g., Barlow et al., 2017; Robbins
& Hynek, 2012), Bramson et al. (2015) mapped the midlatitude region of Arcadia Planitia (180–225°E and
38–50°N) (Figure 1) in Context Camera (CTX) images (6 m/pixel) for simple craters with central pit/terraced
wall morphologies, all of which had diameters of hundreds of meters. They found 187 craters with central
pits in the crater ﬂoor, 35 of which have a second and shallower terrace along the crater walls. These two
sets of impact structures, that is, (i) craters with one terrace ending up in the central pit and (ii) craters with
a shallower and smaller terrace in addition to the deeper terrace where the central pit occurs, were classiﬁed
by Bramson et al. (2015) as single‐ and double‐terraced craters, respectively, and we retain the same nomenclature throughout this paper. Examples of single‐terraced impact structures are Craters 4, 5, and 8 from
Figure S3 (supporting information) of Bramson et al. (2015), while the other eight craters in their ﬁgure
are examples of double‐terraced craters. See also Table S1 from Bramson et al. (2015) and Table S1 in the
supporting information of this manuscript for measurements of this selection of single‐ and double‐terraced
craters. The presence of two terraces suggests multiple strength contrasts in the subsurface across the region,
and Bramson et al. (2015) found that the single‐terraced craters are generally smaller than the double‐terraced ones and thus may not have been big enough to penetrate down to the strength contrast at the ice/bedrock interface.
The crater morphologies likely indicate a structural relation between terrace development and target
properties. Indeed, as shown in laboratory experiments (e.g., Croft et al., 1979; Grey & Burchell, 2003;
Lange & Ahrens, 1987), cratering efﬁciency is larger in icy targets than in rocky ones, due to shock
impedance and contrast in the material strength. Similarly, Senft and Stewart (2008) investigated via
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modeling the effects of an icy layer with varying thickness and depth occurrence on the ﬁnal morphology of impact craters, showing large variations in the excavation and modiﬁcation phases due to the different shock propagation on icy and rocky material. These authors found that for a 1–2 km sized crater,
the ﬁnal structure has a single terrace (identiﬁed as inner crater by the authors) when the upper ice
layer overlying the basaltic crust is sufﬁciently thick (≳200 m, case C in Figure 3 in Senft &
Stewart, 2008), while it can develop a double terrace when upper stratigraphy consists of multiple layers
(Figure 4 in Senft & Stewart, 2008).
In this study, we selected two double‐terraced impact structures of the Bramson et al. (2015) database and
examined via numerical modeling whether an ice mantling scenario can explain the origin of the double terrace morphology observed in the impact structures of the Martian Arcadia Planitia region. As previously
mentioned, we refer to such impact structures as “double‐terraced craters” instead of “central pit craters,”
both for consistency with Bramson et al. (2015) and to make clearer the distinction between these “small”
target‐dependent structures and “large” central pit craters, whose formation mechanism may be more variegated. We will use the term “central pit” later in the text to indicate the small cavity in the center of the
crater ﬂoor and formed as a consequence of an impact on layered terrains. The paper is divided into three
sections. We ﬁrst describe the available data and observations of the selected terraced craters in the
Arcadia Planitia region. The second section outlines the code used for the numerical modeling and the initial
conditions adopted for the two craters we analyzed. Finally, we present the results and discuss them in the
general context of ice formation on Mars.

2. Observations
Arcadia Planitia is a volcanic region of Mars of Amazonian age. On its surface, it displays ﬂow lobes,
which are indicative of a basaltic composition of the bedrock (Greeley, 2013). The presence of other geomorphic landforms such as thermokarstically expanded craters (Viola et al., 2015) and scalloped depressions (Dundas et al., 2015) is indicative of excess water ice (volumetric concentrations which exceed the
pore space of the regolith) in the shallow subsurface, likely from the last tens of Myr (Viola et al., 2015).
Bramson et al. (2015) constrained the dielectric properties (and thus composition) of a decameters‐thick
layer in the subsurface by combining the delay times of a subsurface interface in SHARAD data with
the depths to the bottom terraces measured in stereo pairs from the HiRISE camera (McEwen
et al., 2010). They found an average bulk dielectric constant of 2.5 ± 0.28, concluding that the material
in the upper decameters of the surface is excess ice of up to 75% volumetric fraction ice. SHARAD data
cannot detect subsurface interfaces within 20–30 m of the surface; thus, they were unable to detect a
dielectric interface that may be expected to exist associated with a change in strengths needed to explain
the additional, shallower crater terracing (within ~25 m of the surface). Therefore, their results can only
place constraints on the overall composition between the surface and bottom terrace, ignoring the ﬁner
structure that likely exists in the upper decameters of the subsurface, including the layering that causes
the subtler upper wall terrace. This smaller, shallower terrace in the crater wall suggests additional complexity in the subsurface, perhaps a change in porosity or composition (such as a desiccated surface
layer overlying ice). The fact that there are more than 30 craters with two terraces (which on average
probe deeper than single‐terraced craters) across Arcadia Planitia suggests that there are multiple layers
within the subsurface throughout this region and that a similar subsurface structure likely extends
across the study area.
Bramson et al. (2015) created 11 digital terrain models (DTMs) from HiRISE stereo pairs to determine the
morphology and geometry of terraced craters within Arcadia Planitia. These impact structures are approximately 290–730 m in diameter, which places them in the simple morphology category. The pit diameter
ranges from ~80 to ~340 m, while the pit‐to‐crater diameter ratio ranges between 0.14 and 0.55. The depth
of the pit ﬂoor from the preimpact surface can extend from ~25 m down to ~80 m. When measured from
the lower terrace, it can vary between ~6 and 30 m, with a resulting pit depth‐to‐diameter ratio of
0.06–0.24. For this work, we took proﬁles across the DTMs of two of these craters (Figure 2). The two craters
used for this study were chosen because they provided the clearest, most symmetric examples of the double‐
terraced morphology and exhibited wide, ﬂat ﬂoor‐level terraces at approximately the same depth. These
two craters (craters labeled 0 and 2 from the supporting information of Bramson et al., 2015) were also
MARTELLATO ET AL.
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Figure 2. HiRISE images of the two double‐terraced simple craters in Arcadia Planitia modeled in this study: (a) image ESP_018522_2270, (b) image
ESP_033805_2285, (c) zoom on Crater 1; (d) zoom on Crater 2. Image credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.

picked because they exhibited nearby (<15 km) subsurface reﬂectors in the SHARAD data and thus
contributed to the ﬁnal dielectric analysis of Bramson et al. (2015).
Crater 1 (Figures 2a and 2c) is located at 46.58°N, 194.85°E (red star in Figure 1). It is ~710 m in diameter and
has a ﬂoor terrace (thought to be the ice‐rock interface) at ~42 m depth with an additional, smaller wall terrace at ~17 m depth. The pit is ~200 m in diameter, with a pit‐to‐crater diameter ratio of 0.28, and its bottom
is at ~80 m below the Martian surface. The second crater we investigate here, Crater 2 (Figures 2b and 2d), is
located at 47.94°N, 191.93°E (blue star in Figure 1) and has a diameter of ~590 m. Its shallower terrace is at
29 m depth, whereas the deeper, more prominent terrace is also placed at ~42 m below the surface. In this
case, the pit is much smaller, approximately 50 m in diameter, with a pit‐to‐crater diameter ratio of 0.09,
and its ﬂoor is at ~48 m below the surface. The pits of neither Crater 1 nor Crater 2 are rimmed, and the transition between the lower terrace and the pit is smooth, perhaps due to material slumping or postimpact erosion. The pit depth (measured from the lower terrace to its ﬂoor) is ~35 and 7 m, respectively, for Crater 1 and
Crater 2. The pit depth‐to‐diameter ratio is 0.17 and 0.13, respectively, for the two cases. Both craters have
some asymmetry, possibly due to localized postimpact slumping of the walls as consequence of the impact
obliquity. The central pits of both craters are elongated in one direction, in the east‐west and southeast‐
northwest directions, respectively, for the two craters, suggesting the direction of the impact (e.g., Örmo
et al., 2013). Asymmetries in the upper wall of Crater 2 (Figure 2d) have been also observed, consisting of
an additional faint terrace, caused either by further complexity of the target or uneven slumping due to
the impact geometry.
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Table 1
Numerical Model Parameters (cf. Section 3.3 for Details on the Adopted Values)
Symbol
GRID:
R
vi
ρi
TARGET: Porous ice
Yd
μd
YM
Tm
Nonporous ice
Y0
μi
Yd
μd
YM
Tm
Basalt crust
Y0
μi
Yd
μd
YM
Tm
Φ

Deﬁnition

Crater 1

Crater 2

Projectile radius
Impact velocity
Material
Material density
Material porosity

448 × 416
20 m
7 (5) km/s
basalt
3
2.86 kg/m
10%

590 × 550
15 m

Damaged cohesion
Coefﬁcient of friction (damaged material)
Von Mises plastic limit for damaged material
Melt temperature
Porosity

10 kPa
0.18
0.11 GPa
273 K
35%

Cohesion (yield strength at zero pressure)
Coefﬁcient of internal friction
Damaged cohesion
Coefﬁcient of friction (damaged material)
Von Mises plastic limit
Melt temperature

50 kPa
2.0
10 kPa
0.18
0.11 GPa
273 K

Cohesion (yield strength at zero pressure)
Coefﬁcient of internal friction
Damaged cohesion
Coefﬁcient of friction (damaged material)
Von Mises plastic limit
Melt temperature
Porosity

20 MPa
1.4
0.2 MPa
0.84
3.5 GPa
1360 K
10%

3. Numerical Modeling
3.1. Code Description
The mechanics of crater formation is often studied through numerical modeling based on shock physics
codes (Johnson & Anderson, 1987), which can model the propagation of shock waves through the equations
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy (the compressible Navier‐Stokes equations). The behavior
of matter is quantiﬁed by the equations of state (EoS) and strength models, which describe the bulk thermodynamic material response and deviatoric deformations, respectively (e.g., Pierazzo et al., 2008).
To accomplish this study, we use the iSALE (impact Simpliﬁed Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) shock physics code, in the Dellen version released on 6 July 2016 (Collins et al., 2016), which has been largely
employed to study impact craters in planetary contexts (e.g., Collins et al., 2008; Martellato et al., 2017;
Wünnemann et al., 2008). The present version represents the ﬁnal output of a programming activity lasting
about 30 years (and still in development), during which the original SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al., 1980)
was modiﬁed from a code simulating single‐material Newtonian‐ﬂuid ﬂow to a code simulating dynamic
processes like impact cratering with a higher degree of realism to account for the propagation of shock waves
and the behaviors of geologic materials when subjected to quick variations of pressures and temperatures.
The most important enhancements include, but are not limited to, an elastoplastic constitutive model, multiple rheologies, different kinds of EoS (e.g., Tillotson EoS or ANEOS), a damage model, the ε‐α porosity compaction model, and the acoustic ﬂuidization model for simulating the collapse of large craters (Collins
et al., 2004, 2011; Ivanov et al., 1997; Melosh et al., 1992; Wünnemann et al., 2006; Wünnemann &
Ivanov, 2003). iSALE was validated against laboratory experiments at low and high strain rates
(Wünnemann et al., 2006), and other shock physics codes (Pierazzo et al., 2008), in order to favor a more
genuine interpretation of the studied phenomena from the models.
3.2. Projectile Outline
The projectile is simpliﬁed to a homogeneous sphere with basaltic composition, hitting the Martian surface
perpendicularly. A number of previous works (e.g., Cremonese et al., 2012; Davison et al., 2010, 2012) used
MARTELLATO ET AL.
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Figure 3. Sketch of the morphology of a double‐terraced crater in Arcadia Planitia, where the speciﬁc terms used in the
text for each element of the craters are indicated, along with values of the diameters and depths of the two studied
craters (cf. the ﬁrst line in Tables S2 and S3 in the supporting information). Here in the following, the deﬁnition of the
symbols: Dc and Rc are the crater rim‐to‐rim diameter and rim height, respectively; R0 represents the crater radius at
the preimpact surface; dUT, dLT, and dc are the depth of the upper terrace, the lower terrace, and the crater ﬂoor,
respectively, and all these depths are measured from the preimpact surface; ΔUT and ΔLT are the width of the upper and
the lower terraces, respectively; αU and αL are the inclination of the upper and the lower walls, respectively; Dpit,
Rpit, and dpit are the diameter, rim, and depth of the central pit, respectively (Rpit and dpit are both measured from the
elevation of the lower terraced). The sketch of the double‐terraced crater is not to scale.

dunite to approximate the Main Belt asteroids, due to the larger percentage of small bodies classiﬁed as
ordinary chondrite (e.g., Binzel et al., 2003). However, we use instead a basaltic composition for the
projectile, to follow the approach of reducing the number of materials in the models and thus to reduce
the computational time costs, similarly to previous numerical investigations (e.g., Pierazzo et al., 2005;
Senft & Stewart, 2008). Having used the same material for crust, the projectile has a porosity of 10% (cf.
section 3.5 for the porosity description) and a density is ~2,500 kg/m3, which might well approximate
C‐type asteroids, the most common class in the Main Belt (e.g., Consolomagno et al., 2008). Porosities
lower than 10% are expected for ordinary chondrites, while carbonaceous chondrites usually have
porosities higher than 20% (Consolomagno et al., 2008). Britt et al. (2002) found 11%, with a 1σ spread of
±5%, as average porosity among the various meteorite types. Therefore, we believe that the adopted value
of 10% can represent a good compromise for our models.
The two projectiles have different sizes (20 and 15 m, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2; cf. Table 1), to
account for the different crater diameter, but are deﬁned by the same number of grid cells (16 cppr, cell per
projectile radius), in order to obtain comparable results. The assumption of vertical impact is required due to
the 2‐D nature of iSALE, which contrasts with studies that show oblique impacts as favorable pathway of
impacting objects (e.g., Melosh, 1989; Shoemaker, 1962). For the two studied impact structures, the obliquity
of the impact is suggested by local asymmetries in the observed morphology. Therefore, we conﬁgure a more
realistic setup by using as impact velocity the vertical component of the speed vector expected from the velocity distribution (e.g., Bland & Smith, 2000; Bottke et al., 1994; Davis, 1993; Flynn & McKay, 1990; JeongAhn
& Malhotra, 2015). Employing 10.2 km/s as mean impact velocity, its vertical component at an impact angle
of 45° corresponds to ~7 km/s.
3.3. Target Outline
We simulate the formation of the two double‐terraced craters in an Eulerian mesh, where materials move
through the numerical cells that are ﬁxed in space. The grid spacing consists of a high‐resolution zone covering the impact area surrounded by a zone of progressively lower resolution, where the cell size increases by a
factor of 1.05 from the previous cell, which prevented spurious shock wave reﬂections at the target boundaries. The total grid is slightly different for the two impact structures, being 2,360 × 3,120 m and
2,353 × 3,116 m in radial distance from the impact center and vertical extension, respectively, for Crater 1
and Crater 2. The high‐resolution zone is 560 × 520 m and 553 × 512 m, respectively, for the two craters.
In order to reduce the computational time, we ran the preliminary test simulations verifying projectile
MARTELLATO ET AL.
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dimension and the formation of the double‐terraced morphology at the lower resolution of 10 cppr. The
results presented here are then obtained by running speciﬁc models at the higher resolution of 16 cppr,
which implies a cell size of 1.25 and 0.9375 m, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2 (see Table 1 for the best
ﬁt model values, and later in the text and in the supporting information for the model value ranges showed
in the present study).
The target is approximated by three layers, as shown in Figure 3, in order to test hypotheses that the development of the lower terrace and the central pit is due to the transition from a layer of subsurface ice to a low‐
porosity rocky crust. In both studied craters, this interface occurs at a depth as great as ~40 m. The ice stack is
further subdivided into a porous and nonporous ice component, to take into account the presence of the
subtle upper terrace. Indeed, the shallower terrace being less deﬁned with respect to the deeper terrace
may suggest more similarities within these two ice layers, like a change in porosity rather than either material or strength differences (Bramson et al., 2015). This ice deposit is expected to be covered in turn by a layer
of dust less than ~1–2 m at these latitudes (Bramson et al., 2017; Byrne et al., 2009; Dundas et al., 2014, 2018)
that inhibits the sublimation of ice material. However, such a regolith layer is not included in our simulations because it would be barely resolved by the model resolution and thus not have a large effect on crater
outcome.
The basement is assumed to be of basaltic composition, justiﬁed by the early work of Greeley and
Spudis (1981), who suggested that 70% of the crust was resurfaced by basaltic volcanism. More recently,
a basaltic composition has been documented by several spectroscopic studies in situ (e.g., Grotzinger
et al., 2005), or by geological investigations of the Martian surface (e.g., Andrews‐Hanna et al., 2010),
and elemental composition and petrological measurements of Martian meteorites (e.g., Baratoux et
al., 2014; McSween et al., 2009). All these analyses agree that the Martian crust is mainly composed
of basalts, whereas siliceous, carbonate, quarzitic, and sulphate rocks are underrepresented. Basalt
was used as representative of the Martian crust also by a number of previous modeling investigations
(e.g., Ivanov et al., 2010; Ivanov & Pierazzo, 2011; Pierazzo et al., 2005; Senft & Stewart, 2008;
Watters et al., 2017). Ice material was tested and implemented in numerical investigations to describe
the surface of a number of planetary bodies, including Ganymede, Europa, and Mars itself (e.g., Bray
et al., 2008, 2014; Senft & Stewart, 2008; Silber & Johnson, 2017).
The thermodynamic behavior of basalt is given by the ANalytical Equation Of State (ANEOS)
(Thompson, 1970; Thompson & Lauson, 1972), whereas the behavior of ice by the Tillotson EoS (O'Keefe
& Ahrens, 1982; Tillotson, 1962). Although the Tillotson EoS does not allow to model state transitions as
melting and vaporization during the initial stages of the impact process, our study is focused on the ﬁnal
crater morphology, providing justiﬁcation for our use of a simpler EoS.
The temperature is set to the constant value of 180 K within all target (cf. supporting information for temperature inﬂuence on crater morphology). We choose a thermal gradient of 15 K/km, according to other previous impact modeling studies on Mars (e.g., Ivanov & Pierazzo, 2011; Pierazzo et al., 2005), where the
surface was modeled as a mixture of rock and ice. The thermal gradient value is based on Clifford's (1993)
estimates and is expected to have only a very poor inﬂuence in an ~300 m thick target.

3.4. Strength Models for Basalt and Ice
The rheology of ice representing the porous ice layer is described by the Drucker‐Prager model (e.g., Drucker
& Prager, 1952), which predicts a linear dependence of the shear strength Y on pressure P:
Y ¼ Y 0 þ μd P;

(1)

where Y0 is the cohesive strength at zero pressure and μd the coefﬁcient of internal friction. For the cohesion Y0, we test the values between 1 and 10 kPa, whereas for μd we consider the values between 0.18 and
0.6, values belonging to the range obtained from laboratory and ﬁeld data by Haehnel and Shoop (2004)
and Lee and Huang (2014).
The intermediate nonporous icy layer is described by a pressure and damage‐dependent strength model that
considers rock failure (Collins et al., 2004). The strength Y is calculated as (Ivanov et al., 1997)
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(2)

in order to take into account the deformational history during crater formation. In Equation 2, Yi and Yd
are the static strength of the intact and damaged materials, respectively, and D is the damage which can
vary between 0 and 1. We follow the approach of Bray et al. (2008, 2014), who adopted the
Lundborg (1968) criterion to describe the behavior of both intact and damaged ice. Therefore, the intact
and damaged strength equations assume the following formulation:
Y i ¼ Y i0 þ

μi P
;
1 þ μi P=ðY M − Y i0 Þ

(3a)

Y d ¼ Y d0 þ

μd P
;
1 þ μd P=ðY M − Y d0 Þ

(3b)

where Yi0 is the shear strength at zero pressure (cohesion of the intact material at zero pressure), μi is the
coefﬁcient of internal friction, YM is the von Mises plastic limit of the material, Yd0 is the effective cohesion of the damaged material, and μd is the coefﬁcient of friction at low pressure.
On the basis of a number of laboratory experiments (e.g., Arakawa & Maeno, 1997; Arakawa &
Tomizuka, 2004; Beeman et al., 1988; Croft et al., 1979; Durham et al., 1983; Hiraoka et al., 2008;
Jones, 1982; Petrovic, 2003), compressive strength is found to vary between 5 and 25 MPa. However, the
measured values are sensitive to a lot of factors, including conﬁnement (e.g., Jones, 1982; Weiss &
Schulson, 1995), strain rates (e.g., Arakawa & Maeno, 1997), temperature (e.g., Schulson, 2001), and salt or
rock mixture (e.g., Hiraoka et al., 2008; Schulson, 2001). For example, Schulson (2001) reviewed brittle failure
of ice in different temperature conditions, and for the uniaxial brittle compressive strength observed a variation from ~2 to 12 MPa, for a decrease in temperature from 272 to 230 K. At a temperature of 230 K, the water
ice is stronger by a factor of 2 than the saline ice (Schulson, 2001, and references within). On the other hand,
Durham and Stern (2001) observed that in planetary contexts intact ice is hard to ﬁnd, but it may exist as prefaulted (in brittle regime, this is referred to preexisting planes of weakness developed as shear fractures, e.g.,
Jaeger et al., 2007). In our simulations, we test the value of 10 MPa for the intact strength Yi0, but lower values
are also taken into account (see sections 4 and 5). The intact coefﬁcient of friction μi is set to 2.0 (Beeman
et al., 1988). We vary the damaged cohesion Yd0 between 0 kPa (from Senft & Stewart, 2008) and 0.5 MPa
(from Bray et al., 2014). Based on laboratory experiments (Beeman et al., 1988; Durham & Stern, 2001), the
damaged coefﬁcient of friction μd is found to vary between 0.2 and 0.55, but its value is affected by temperature too (Schulson, 1990). In our models, we test the values for the friction coefﬁcient between 0.18 and 0.6.
The basaltic crust is also described by Equation 2, while the intact strength is represented by the
Lundborg (1968) approximation (Equation 3a), and the damaged strength accounts for frictional forces
between the fragments, as represented by the Coulomb dry‐friction model given in Equation 1. The values
for the basalt are taken from a numerical investigation of a Martian large basin by Ivanov et al. (2010), except
the damaged friction coefﬁcient μd, for which we assumed a higher value (0.8 instead 0.6), similarly to the
approach of Vasconcelos et al. (2019) and Senft and Stewart (2008).
Like in previous numerical investigations of small craters (e.g., Martellato et al., 2017), we do not implement
the acoustic ﬂuidization model (Melosh, 1979). Acoustic ﬂuidization provides a rheological model to explain
the temporary weakening of target material during the collapse of large complex craters (Melosh &
Ivanov, 1999; Wünnemann & Ivanov, 2003). Silber et al. (2017) found that acoustic ﬂuidization can affect
also simple impact structures, but its inﬂuence becomes less important with increasing diameter. Their
numerical models showed a variation of 3% and 7%, respectively, in the diameter and depth values, by varying the acoustic ﬂuidization parameters at a crater size half the threshold of the simple‐to‐complex transition. In the present studied cases, the craters are approximately one tenth the dimension expected for the
simple‐to‐complex transition (~10 km), and this might ensure the negligible effect of the acoustic ﬂuidization on the ﬁnal outcome.
3.5. Porosity
In our modeling, the ice layers are characterized not only by a different rheology but also by a different porosity. Bramson et al. (2015) proposed that the bulk dielectric constant of Arcadia Planitia could be as low as
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2.5, which is less than the value of pure water ice (3.15; Ulaby et al., 1986). It is thus plausible that porosity
may contribute to the multilayer stratigraphy and the development of the upper terrace along the crater
walls. To test if porosity contrasts and layering within an ice deposit could generate the double‐terraced craters in Arcadia Planitia, we set 35% as the porosity of the shallower ice layer over a nonporous ice layer.
Porosity is also set in the basaltic crust. Early studies suggested that the Martian crust might be analogous to
the lunar crust, since it developed from a similar initial period of intense asteroidal bombardment that
caused the formation of blocky porous megaregolith (e.g., Hartmann, 1973), justifying use of the porosity
estimates on the Moon also in the Martian context. Recent remote sensing measurements of the Gravity
Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL, e.g., Zuber et al., 2013) mission indicated that the porosity of
the lunar upper crust may reach 20%, with an average value of 12% (Wieczorek et al., 2013). Goossens
et al. (2017) combined gravity and topography data similarly, deriving a porosity between 10% and 23%. A
porosity value of 10–20% was also found for the upper 10 km of the Martian surface by MacKinnon and
Tanaka (1989) on the basis of theoretical and experimental measurements. The porosity of the near subsurface can be additionally estimated from the Martian meteorites. Coulson et al. (2007) found that the porosities of the studied Martian meteorites are lower than the porosity of 12% measured on basalt from Mt. Etna.
Macke et al. (2016) measured a porosity as high as 18% only for one sample (chassignite, NWA 2737), and
values between 5% and 10% for all the other studied cases. Hence, consistent with other numerical studies
(Jones et al., 2011), we adopt 10% as the porosity of the Martian crust, but, being higher values of porosity
suggested for the upper Martian crust (e.g., Goossens et al., 2017; MacKinnon & Tanaka, 1989), we also carry
out several tests with a 20% porosity (shown in the supporting information).
In iSALE, porosity is described by the ε‐α porosity model developed by Wünnemann et al. (2006), and reﬁned
by Collins et al. (2011), which accounts for the collapse of pore space through a compaction function that
depends upon volumetric strain. Porosity in craters wall and ﬂoor can grow under the effect of dilatancy.
Few investigations are available so far to show how crater morphology is affected by dilatancy (e.g.,
Artemieva et al., 2004; Collins, 2014; O'Keefe et al., 2001). In this study, we do not implement the dilatancy
model, but we test it only for a couple of runs to evaluate its effect on the crater shape (shown in the supporting information). We use the values derived by Collins (2014).
3.6. Comparison to Observations
The best ﬁt models for the two double‐terraced impact structures are derived by comparing the outcomes of
the numerical simulations with the craters' DTMs. The grid of the numerical simulations assumes an elevation of zero at the top of the preimpact surface. We use the preimpact surface of the numerical grid as zero of
the reference elevation for the observed crater proﬁles too, and so we shift the DTM data along the vertical
direction of a quantity equal to the average elevation of the area immediately surrounding the craters.
The proﬁles of both craters present some asymmetries, which likely arose from the obliquity of the impact
and inhomogeneity in the target, including possible inclines of the Martian surface at the crater sites.
Therefore, to test our models, we use a representative proﬁle obtained by averaging four perpendicular segments of elevation data taken between the center of the crater and its rim. To compute the DTM error, we
follow the approach of Martellato et al. (2017), and take the maximum semidispersion, due to the low
number of crater elevations used to derive the representative proﬁle. The upper and lower wall inclinations
are derived as the inverse tangent function of the line approximating the crater walls, by using the formula:
  
α ¼ tanh−1 Δy Δx , where Δx and Δy are the interval along the radial and the vertical direction of two points
along each section of the wall. The related uncertainty is computed through the error propagation. It is based
on the squared root of the sum of the squares of the partial derivatives of α (Δx, Δy) with respect to Δx and Δy
(cf. supporting information). Being a synthetic proﬁle, we use twice the space resolution as uncertainties of
Δx and Δy.
The comparison between the simulated and observed craters is conducted by correlating speciﬁc features of
the impact structures, and speciﬁcally the diameter Dc, rim Rc, and depth dc of the crater; the diameter Dpit,
depth dpit, and rim Rpit of the central pit; and the size Δ, depth d, and inclination α of the upper (with the
subscript “UT”) and lower (with the subscript “LT”) terraces. Crater and pit diameters of the observed
and modeled impact structures are measured from rim to rim. Differently to other works of literature (i.e.,
Silber & Johnson, 2017; Watters et al., 2015), depths of both observed and modeled craters are measured
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from the zero‐level surface, since we would like to make a direct relation between crater features and target
stratigraphy. In the case of the modeled crater, it is given by the preimpact surface setup in the numerical
grid. In the case of the DTM proﬁle, it is given by the mean regional topography, since, as explained above,
the reference proﬁles were synthetized to remove local asymmetries, including variations in the elevation of
the Martian terrains surrounding the two craters. The depth of the central pit is measured from the lower
terrace. Rims are measured from the nearest lower surface, corresponding to the preimpact surface in case
of the crater rims, while in the case of the pit rim it is the lower terrace. In this regard, we note that the
observed pit rim has a “negative” value, because as explained in section 2, the central pit is rimless due to
slumping or postimpact erosion. To derive the upper and lower wall inclinations of the modeled craters
and their error, we follow the same approach used to compute wall inclinations on the DTM proﬁles. In this
case, we take twice the resolution of the cell as uncertainties of Δx and Δy.
The error in the measurements was computed following the approach of Silber and Johnson (2017). The
uncertainty of the crater radius is the difference between the values of the crater radius measured at the
rim and at the preimpact surface, divided by four (cf. Figure 3 and Figure 5 in Silber & Johnson, 2017).
The crater diameter error is then the double of this value. Similarly, the uncertainty of the pit radius is
the difference between the values of the pit radius measured at the pit rim and at the lower terrace, divided
by four (cf. Figure 3). The pit diameter error is then the double of this value. The uncertainties in the crater
and pit depths, as well as the terrace widths, are taken as double the cell size (i.e., 2.5 and 1.9 m, respectively,
for Crater 1 and Crater 2). Since terraces may present a faint inclination, the depth of the upper wall terrace
represents the average values measured at its extreme. In the case of the lower terrace, where the pit rim
could erroneously perturb the ﬁnal value, we take as depth the elevation measured in the middle point of
the terrace. The uncertainty in the terrace depths is instead computed as the maximum semidispersion of
the depth values measured at the extreme of the terrace. Finally, the uncertainties in the upper and lower
wall inclinations are computed through the error propagation, as shown above.

4. Results
First, numerical simulations, with material parameters used in previous studies (Bray et al., 2008; Ivanov
et al., 2010), were run at a lower resolution (10 cppr) to determine the best ﬁt projectile size for each crater
while keeping the simulation duration to a reasonable time. A preliminary crude estimation of the projectile
dimensions was derived via scaling laws (Schmidt & Housen, 1987). The impact speed is kept constant to
7 km/s through overall this analysis. Several simulations are run at a lower velocity and will be discussed
in the supporting information. We vary both projectile dimensions and material model parameters including
intact and damaged cohesions and damaged friction coefﬁcient of the layers, in order to ﬁt numerical models
with the observed nested‐crater morphology. The projectile density is instead kept constant for all the simulations, except one simulation where we used a cometary‐like impactor. The projectile dimensions are tuned
to primarily ﬁt the crater diameter, whereas the material parameters to ﬁt the crater inner features (e.g., wall
slope and depth and width of the upper and lower terraces). Given the projectile size, the ﬁnal crater diameter can have variability lower than 25% when varying material parameters. Hence, we keep this value
as uncertainty on the ﬁnal projectile dimensions. For the assumed impactor density and velocity, we ﬁnd
that Crater 1 requires a projectile radius of 20 m, whereas Crater 2 forms from a smaller projectile, with
radius of 15 m. The same strength parameters are adopted for both craters, because we additionally aim at
evaluating which effects on the cratering process and the ﬁnal crater shape would be associated to a different
thickness of the porous ice layer. Indeed, while the basalt crust is at the same depth of ~42 m, the interface
between the porous and nonporous ice layer is at 15 and 29 m, respectively, in the two cases. Lastly, a selection of models is run at the higher resolution of 16 cppr and is discussed in the following paragraphs separately for Crater 1 (section 4.1) and Crater 2 (section 4.2). All the models shown in the following sections are
run until the craters are completely developed. This means that the transient cavity is modiﬁed by gravity to
reach its angle of repose, and the ejecta is deposited on the surrounding region (e.g., Melosh, 1989). This
corresponds to a simulated end time of 25 s.
In Figure 4, time series snapshots of the formation of Crater 1 (left) and Crater 2 (right) are shown for the
best ﬁt model (whose parameters are reported in Table 1). In the supporting information, a movie of crater
formation is also provided. The color map is referred to the three different target materials (porous ice,
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Figure 4. Snapshots of the crater‐forming process for Crater 1 (left panel of each plots) and Crater 2 (right panel of each plots), at different time steps, from the
contact stage (t = 0 s, panel a), to cavity expansion through material displacement (t = 0.5 s, panel b) and ejecta deposition (t = 9 s, panel c), and to collapse
of the material up to the ﬁnal end (t = 25 s, panel d). The ﬁnal morphology of the two modeled craters showed the development of two terraces at the two
boundary interfaces between porous and nonporous ice, and between ice and crust, and is compared to the digital terrain model (DTM) proﬁles (red lines in panel
d). The error in the DTM was given by the maximum semidispersion. For both DTM proﬁles and modeled craters, the diameter is measured rim to rim, while
the depth is given by the distance of the crater ﬂoor from the preimpact surface. The simulation showed in this ﬁgure is referred to the best ﬁt model: The
projectile radius is 20 and 15 m, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2. Model parameters (cf. Table 1 and section 3.3 for symbol description): crust: Y0i = 20 MPa,
μi = 1.4, Y0d = 0.2 MPa, μd = 0.84; nonporous ice: Y0i = 50 kPa, μi = 2.0, Y0d = 10 kPa, μd = 0.18; porous ice: Y0d = 10 kPa, μd = 0.18. The plot colors are
referred to the three different materials: cyan for the porous ice, blue for the nonporous ice, and green for the basaltic crust.

nonporous ice, and crust). The best ﬁt model is obtained by adopting an effective damaged cohesion Yd equal
to 0.2 MPa for the basalt basement, and 10 kPa for both porous and nonporous icy layers. The intact cohesion
Yi of the nonporous ice layer is set to 50 kPa, a value which might indicate either compacted snowfall which
has not fully sintered or impact fracturing (see supporting information for more details).
As the shock wave that originates upon collision propagates away from the impact site, it decreases in intensity, while the residual velocities contribute to the excavation and displacement of the target material
(Figure 4b). The contrast between the shallower layers of low cohesion ice material and the deeper basaltic
crust causes differentiation in the particle velocity ﬁeld, and therefore in the excavation ﬂow (e.g., Lange &
Ahrens, 1987; Senft & Stewart, 2008). In turn, this causes the cavity to grow independently in the two
regions, and the ejecta of the ice strata to be separately launched from the ejecta of the basement layer. As
observed also by Senft and Stewart (2008), when the crater diameter is at least 10 times the thickness of
the upper weaker layer, the decoupled motion of the two regions gives origin to a concentric morphology.
The crater dimensions are modulated by the rheology of the porous and nonporous ice layers, whereas in
the lower basaltic crust a nested inner cavity (corresponding to the central pit) develops.
As the crater grows, the target material is ejected toward the surrounding surface (Figure 4c), while the rocky
ejecta originates from the inner smaller crater is embedded into the nonporous ice layer. At the same time,
the gravity‐driven collapse causes the different materials to slump differently until the crater reaches its

Figure 5. Final snapshot of the best ﬁt model for Crater 1 (see caption of Figure 5 and Table 1 for the model values),
overlaid by the DTM proﬁle (red line). The left panel shows the three different target material: porous ice (cyan),
nonporous ice (blue), and basaltic crust (green). The right panel shows damage accumulation, in a color scale given by
the legend. The morphometric measures are given in the second row of Table S2 in the supporting information.
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stable conﬁguration (Figure 4d): The icy material begins to slump toward
the cavity center in a ﬂuid manner (due to the low cohesion Yd [10 kPa]
and the low coefﬁcient of friction μd [0.18]), but without experiencing
melting. The target material would undergo melting after it is reached
the speciﬁc pressure for phase transitions (2.9 GPa for ice in a Martian‐like
environment with a surface temperature of 200 K and atmospheric pressure of 6 mbar, e.g., Senft & Stewart, 2008). Pierazzo et al. (1997) showed
that the center of the melted region differs from the one of the isobaric
core. In addition, the depth and extent of the melted region depends on
the impact velocity (e.g., Pierazzo et al., 1997). According to least squares
ﬁt of numerical simulation outputs on ice, the melted region should be
centered at a depth of about 2.2 times the projectile radius, from where
it extends up to about 2.8 times projectile radii (cf. Table II in Pierazzo
et al., 1997). In the basaltic crust, where most of the impact energy is
released (cf. section 5.4), the central pit develops without undergoing
breccia inﬁlling. This material emplacement is expected in simple craters,
where the lens thickness can be as much as half the initial transient cavity
depth.
4.1. Crater 1
Table S2 in the supporting information summarizes the numerical values
of the features of Crater 1 for all the models discussed in this section. The
measurements of the crater features and their errors are computed as
described in section 3.6 (cf. also Figure 3). In Figure 5, we report the last
snapshot (at t = 25 s) for Crater 1 in the case of the best ﬁt model. From
this output, we see that the modeled central pit is 1.05 times larger and
1.7 times deeper than the observed one. In addition, it is rimmed, with a
rim height of 1.6 m from the lower terrace (the reference surface for the
pit), which cannot be accounted for the model uncertainty of 2.5 m: The
observed central pit has a smooth and eroded proﬁle, and the point of
its maximum radial extension has an elevation of 2.3 m below the reference elevation given by the lower terrace. The width of the upper and
lower terraces deviates ~3% and ~13%, respectively. The inclination of
the upper and lower walls of the modeled crater is smaller by ~11% and
0.3% than the DTM ones, respectively.

Figure 6. The picture shows the ﬁnal step (t = 25 s) of Crater 1 for a
number of models where the intact strength Yi of the basaltic crust (with
superscript “cr”) and the nonporous ice (“npi”) layers was tested. The
model parameters of reference are the ones of the best ﬁt model, given in
Table 1, and showed here in plot (a). The model results by varying the Yi are
shown in plots (b) to (e), and the speciﬁc values are provided in each plot.
The plot colors are referred to the three different materials: cyan for the
porous ice, blue for the nonporous ice, and green for the basaltic crust. The
red line is the DTM proﬁle.
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In order to both ﬁnd the best ﬁt model and investigate the dependence of
the crater morphology on the parameters of materials included in a multilayered stratigraphy, we vary the intact and damaged cohesions, and the
damaged friction coefﬁcient. The implementation of half of the intact
cohesion Yi in the deeper basaltic crust (compared in Figures 6a and 6b)
produces no large difference in the ﬁnal result, except the central pit sizes
(the halved Yi model caused the pit diameter to be 1.3 times larger and 2
times deeper than the observed crater proﬁle). A variation of four orders
of magnitude of the intact cohesion Yi for the nonporous ice layer is
shown in Figures 6c–6e. The higher value (10 MPa, Figure 6e), measured
in laboratory (e.g., Beeman et al., 1988; Durham et al., 1983) and used in a
number of other numerical‐based works (e.g., Bray et al., 2008), produces
no match with the observed crater proﬁle, and in particular no upper terrace developed. The modeled crater is smaller by up to ~25%, and both
upper and lower crater walls exhibit a much higher slope, twice the value
than the one expected from the topographic proﬁle. In Figure 7, we summarize the trends of the depth‐to‐diameter ratio (Figure 7a), diameter
(Figure 7b), and depth (Figure 7c), at varying Yi of the nonporous ice
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(keeping constant all the other material parameters), where the values on
the vertical axis are normalized to the corresponding value as measured
on the observed impact structure. The solid line refers to the crater sizes,
the dotted line to the pit dimensions. Figure 7a highlights that at the
adopted value of 50 kPa, the crater depth‐to‐diameter ratio (solid line) is
minimized, while Figure 7c shows that a variation of Yi over the three
orders of magnitude does not cause much variation in the crater depths.

Figure 7. The picture displays the curves for Crater 1 of the (a) depth‐to‐
diameter ratio, (b) diameter, and (c) depth, as a function of the intact
cohesion Yi of the nonporous ice, while all the other parameters are kept
constant to the best ﬁt values (cf. caption of Figure 5). The blue solid line
refers to the crater dimensions, while the blue dotted line to the
central pit dimensions. The values of each plot are normalized to the
respective values derived from the DTM proﬁle (Dc = 710.4 m, dc = 82.1, dc/
Dc = 0.12, Dpit = 203.3, dpit = 33.2, dpit/Dpit = 0.16). The three vertical axes
have not the same scale.

Figure 8 shows how the damaged cohesion Yd of each single layer affects
the ﬁnal crater morphology. In the ﬁrst row, we vary the cohesion Yd
of the porous ice layer. A decrease in the cohesion Yd from 10 kPa
(Figure 8a) to 1 kPa (Figure 8c) causes a higher downward ﬂow, which
leads to a crater diameter increase of up to 10% with respect to the DTM
proﬁles. In this case, no terrace nor morphological distinct feature
between the two ice layers develop, notwithstanding the higher impendence contrast, while the upper crater wall inclination decreases by a factor of 2. An increase of a factor of 2 in the damaged cohesion Yd of the
nonporous ice (Figures 8d and 8e) causes the nonporous ice layer to overturn and partially embed the porous ice layer. The interface between the
two ice layers is marked only by a tiny kink, while the upper terrace forms
at a shallower depth than what expected from the topographic elevation
model of the crater, with a difference of ~80% in both cases. The crater diameter decreases by up to ~10% with respect to the DTM proﬁle. For the
above cases, the pit is ~10% larger than the measured crater proﬁle, while
its depth is ~1.5 times larger than the one measured on the DTM proﬁle.
Varying the damaged cohesion Yd of the basaltic crust (Figures 8g and
8h) has as major outcome, signiﬁcantly decreasing (~30%) the inclination
of the lower crater wall, and decreasing the pit diameter by up to 20% with
respect to the DTM proﬁle. Figure 9 displays the trends of the depth‐to‐
diameter ratio (Figure 9a), diameter (Figure 9b), and depth (Figure 9c)
of crater (solid line) and pit (dotted line) dimensions at varying damaged
cohesion (also in this case, normalized to the respective values derived
from the DTM proﬁles). The color legend is taken similar to Figure 8
and is referred to by the three different target materials (pale blue: porous
ice, blue: nonporous ice, and green: crust). First, considering the trends
when varying the damaged cohesion in the porous ice layer, we ﬁnd that
the depth‐to‐diameter ratio of the crater is minimized at a Yd value lower
than the one taken as best ﬁt, although the one of the pit is minimized for
the adopted value of 10 kPa. For the Yd trend in the nonporous ice, we
have only two data points, but we observe a decrease of the depth‐to‐diameter ratio with decreasing Yd. Finally, the depth‐to‐diameter ratio of the
crater remains constant within ~8% when the Yd is varied in the basaltic
crust, while the depth‐to‐diameter ratio of the central pit has a monotone
growth.

Signiﬁcant variations in the ﬁnal crater morphology are also found by varying the damaged friction coefﬁcient μd, consistent with previous expectations (e.g., Martellato et al., 2017). In Figure 10, we compare the
variations of the μd within the range measured in the laboratory for ice and rock (see section 3.3) separately
in each layer. The best ﬁt model, shown in Figure 10a right panel, is obtained with a very low friction coefﬁcient of both ice layers (0.18) and the implementation of a higher damaged friction coefﬁcient for the basaltic
crust (0.84). Indeed, by adopting the standard friction coefﬁcient value of rocks (0.6, Figure 10a left panel),
the central pit is ~78% larger and ~105% deeper than what expected from the topographic proﬁle. While the
depth increase obtained in this model is similar to what yielded the best ﬁt, the diameter is much larger. A
very large pit is also obtained in all the models with a 0.6 damaged friction coefﬁcient of the basaltic crust
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Figure 8. The picture shows the ﬁnal step (t = 25 s) of Crater 1 for a number of models where the cohesion Yd of the three different layers was tested: (i) porous ice
(with superscript “pi”), (ii) nonporous ice (“npi”), and (iii) basaltic crust (“cr”). Models in the panels (a), (f), and (i) are the best ﬁt model, and the related
material parameters are given in Table 1. Panels (b), (c), (d), (e), (g), and (h) report models with variations in the material values with respect to the best ﬁt, as
provided in each panel. The plot colors are referred to the three different materials: cyan for the porous ice, blue for the nonporous ice, and green for the
basaltic crust. The red line is the DTM proﬁle.

(Figures 10c and 10d). While the damaged friction coefﬁcient of the basaltic crust governs the size of the
central pit, the damaged friction coefﬁcient of both icy layers inﬂuenced the development of the upper
and lower terraces. The upper terrace forms only when the damaged friction coefﬁcient of the porous ice
layer is low (0.18, Figure 10c left panel). The higher values of 0.35 and 0.6 of the damaged friction
coefﬁcient of the nonporous ice layer decrease the lower terrace width by ~50% and ~70%, respectively
(Figures 10c and 10d), causing the crater to have an almost‐bowl shaped morphology. In Figure 11, we
report the depth‐to‐diameter ratio, diameter, and depth trends of the crater and the central pit. The crater
depth‐to‐diameter ratio (pale blue solid line in Figure 11a) remains constant (with a maximum
semidispersion of ~10%) when varying μd in the porous ice layer, although it has a minimum at the
lowest tested value of 0.2. When considering the variations in the nonporous ice layer, the trends of the
depth‐to‐diameter ratios of both crater and pit have a minimum at μd = 0.35, although at this value no
upper terrace develops. The crater diameter trend is slowly decreasing for increasing μd (blue solid line in
Figure 11b), whereas the pit diameter trend is steepening with increasing μd (blue dotted line in Figure 11b).
4.2. Crater 2
The stratigraphic sequence of the target modeled at the impact site of Crater 2 is similar to that of Crater 1
(cf. Figure 3), made up of three layers of porous ice, nonporous ice, and basalt. The depth of the interface
between the stack of ice layers and the basaltic crust (indicated by the deeper ﬂoor terrace) in Crater 2 is
~40 m, the same as that of Crater 1. However, the upper terrace in this crater is almost twice as deep
(27 m vs. 15 m). Because we model the upper terrace as the interface between the porous and nonporous
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ice layers, this therefore results in an increase of the thickness of the porous ice layer, and a corresponding decrease of the thickness of the nonporous ice layer by about half in comparison to Crater 1 (13 m vs. 25 m). In
order to assess the inﬂuence of a different depth of the horizon between
porous and nonporous ice, we model Crater 2 with the same material
model parameters used for Crater 1. At the same time, this choice is also
supported by the fact that the two craters formed in the same region
(cf. Figure 1), and therefore the two impact sites might likely have similar
material properties.
Table S3 in the supporting information summarizes the numerical values
of the features of Crater 2 for all the models discussed in this section. The
measurements of the crater features and their errors are computed as
described in section 3.6 (cf. also Figure 3). In Figure 12 (and Figure 4d
right panel), we report the last snapshot (at t = 25 s) for Crater 2 for the
best ﬁt model. The diameter of Crater 2 obtained with the best ﬁt model
is 5% larger than the value measured in the terrain model. The upper terrace is wider by ~7% and shallower by ~20% with respect to the observed
crater. The inclination of the upper wall is smaller by ~20%, while the one
to the lower wall is the same. Similar to Crater 1, the central pit generated
by the model is much bigger than the proﬁle from the terrain model, with
a diameter more than 2 times larger, and a depth as much as 5 times
deeper.
In supporting information, we report the detailed results about the dependence of the crater morphometry on the intact cohesion Yi, damaged
cohesion Yd, and friction coefﬁcient μd, when varied independently in
each target layer. The trends of the morphometry variation for Crater 2
are similar to what obtained for Crater 1, with the exception of the central
pit, which develops much larger than in the ﬁrst case study. Its diameter
can be as much as about 4 times that measured in the DTM proﬁle, and
its depth as much as about 10 times.

5. Discussion
Figure 9. The picture displays the curves for Crater 1 of the (a) depth‐to‐
diameter ratio, (b) diameter, and (c) depth. The horizontal axis represents
the damaged cohesion Yd on a logarithmic scale. Values on the vertical axis
are normalized to the respective values derived from the DTM proﬁle
(Dc = 710.4 m, dc = 82.1, dc/Dc = 0.12, Dpit = 203.3, dpit = 33.2,
dpit/Dpit = 0.16). The three vertical axes have not the same scale. Legend for
the line style: solid lines refer to crater dimensions, and dotted lines refer to
central pit dimensions. Legend for the line color: pale blue indicates the
porous ice layer, blue the nonporous ice layer, and green the basaltic crust
(consistent with the general color choice used throughout all the paper).

Small terraced craters in the Amazonian‐aged Arcadia Planitia may indicate the presence of excess water ice, on the basis of various observational
evidence (e.g., Bramson et al., 2015, 2017; Dundas et al., 2015, 2018;
Feldman et al., 2011; Pathare et al., 2018; Viola et al., 2015). Here we
numerically modeled the formation of two impact structures of very similar dimensions (~600–700 m in diameter), listed in the database compiled
by Bramson et al. (2015), in order to test the hypothesis that the transition
between near‐surface ice‐rich layers and the lower basaltic crust can
generate terracing in Arcadia Planitia craters.

Before discussing the results, we would like to point out two assumptions.
First, the two ice layers are described by a different porosity and a different
rheological model. The assumption of a 35% porous ice layer atop a nonporous ice layer is based on the
works of Bramson et al. (2015, 2017), who used a dielectric mixing model to combine dielectric constants
of air, dust, and ice in differing volumetric fractions, in order to match the surface dielectric constants
derived from SHARAD measurements. By this method, it is possible to only place constraints on the overall
composition of the entire strata above the subsurface radar interface. Additionally, Bramson et al. (2017)
extend these calculations, ﬁnding that the upper ice deposit needs a porosity of 25–35% (and a dust content
of 1–5%) to ﬁt the low dielectric constants, and preserved the ice tens of millions of years at midlatitudes. A
more recent study has thrown into question the ice concentrations in the area (Campbell & Morgan, 2018),
though Dundas et al. (2018) show that thick, pure ice deposits exist in the midlatitudes. The assumption of
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Figure 10. The picture shows the ﬁnal step (t = 25 s) of Crater 1 for a number of models where the damaged friction
coefﬁcient μd of the three different layers was tested: (i) porous ice (with superscript “pi”), (ii) nonporous ice (“npi”),
and (iii) basaltic crust (“cr”). For each plot (a) to (d), the μd values in two of the three layers were kept constant (given as
title of each plot), and the μd values of the third layer was varied (provided in each plot). The model parameters of
reference are the ones of the best ﬁt model, given in Table 1. The right panel in plot (a) represents the best ﬁt model. The
plot colors are referred to the three different materials: cyan for the porous ice, blue for the nonporous ice, and green for
the basaltic crust. The red line is the DTM proﬁle.

two different ice rheologies relies on understanding the geological process that led to the target density
proﬁle just described. This might develop after the slow and gradual process of compaction at depths of
snow into nonporous ice under increasing load caused by the continuous deposition of snow at the
surface (e.g., Arthern et al., 2010). Here, we modeled an upper fully damaged porous ice layer atop a
lower undamaged nonporous ice layer, though acknowledge that much remains to be discovered
surrounding the properties and nature of midlatitude ice on Mars.
Second, our results are obtained by assuming that the porous and nonporous ice layers are assumed to be
water ice without any lithic component. However, this is a simpliﬁcation. The ice is covered by a ≲1–2 m
thick dust layer (Bramson et al., 2017; Byrne et al., 2009; Dundas et al., 2014, 2018) that insulates and protects
the ice, but this layer is not included in the simulations for model resolution reasons (a cell is 1.25 and
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0.94 m, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2). Additionally, the ice contains some amount of dust (though the concentration of dust and its variability, both laterally and vertically, is still an outstanding question).
Although we will not consider this dust content in the next discussion,
it is bearer of additional complexity to the whole story.
5.1. Crater Morphology Sensitivity to the Intact Cohesion of the
Nonporous Ice

Figure 11. The picture displays the trends of the (a) depth‐to‐diameter
ratio, (b) diameter, and (c) depth of the porous ice layers (pale blue
lines) and the nonporous ice layer (blue lines) of Crater 1. The trends are
shown for varying damaged friction coefﬁcient μd, keeping constant all the
other material model parameters. In the case of the nonporous ice
simulations, data refer to the best ﬁt model. In the case of the porous ice,
simulations are run with different material model parameters: crust:
Y0i = 10 MPa, μi = 1.2, Y0d = 5 MPa, μd = 0.6; nonporous ice: Y0i = 50 kPa,
μi = 2.0, Y0d = 50 kPa, μd = 0.6; porous ice: Y0d = 0 kPa, μd = 0.2 ÷ 0.6.
This suite of simulations was run with a 10 CPPR projectile and is included
here because it has a higher number of data point for μd variation, and
also to show the difference with the best ﬁt model. The vertical values are
normalized to the respective values derived from the DMT proﬁle
(Dc = 710.4 m, dc = 82.1, dc/Dc = 0.12, Dpit = 203.3, dpit = 33.2,
dpit/Dpit = 0.16). The three vertical axes have not the same scale. Solid lines
refer to crater dimensions, dotted lines to the central pit dimensions.

As observed in the crater formation process (Figure 4, and movie of the
supporting information), variations in the near‐surface target stratigraphy
cause differences in the particle‐velocity ﬁeld and subsequent excavation
ﬂow. The craters develop a concentric terraced morphology, with an
outer, larger crater in the low‐cohesion region and an inner, smaller crater
nested within the stronger basement material (forming essentially a central pit) from the early stages. A similar crater evolution was also observed
by Senft and Stewart (2008), while Prieur et al. (2018) found that the concentric morphology evolved from the hemispherical transient cavity, during the modiﬁcation stage. The best ﬁt model, based on material
parameters used in previous numerical studies, provides the better match
in terms of crater morphology between the numerical and DTMs. The
main difference lies in the value of the intact cohesion Yi of the nonporous
ice, which is lower than the strength measured in laboratory (5–25 MPa,
e.g., Beeman et al., 1988; Jones, 1982; Durham et al., 1983) and the
strength used in a number of other numerical investigations (10 MPa, e.
g., Bray & Schenk, 2015; Bray et al., 2008, 2014), but it is similar to the
Yi adopted by Silber et al. (2017) to model crater formation in Europa
(100 kPa). The low Yi value of 50 kPa is adopted for the best ﬁt model
results to minimize the trend of the crater depth‐to‐diameter ratio,
although the overall variation across the tested value is ~0.5 (Figures 7
and S2, solid line). The depth‐to‐diameter ratio of the central pit follows
a similar trend but shifted to higher value than what expected from the
DTM proﬁles (Figures 7 and S2, dotted line). As shown in Figures 6 and
S1, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2, the implementation of a higher
intact cohesion Yi causes a very poor ﬁt with the DTM. For an intact cohesion of 10 MPa (Figures 6e and S1e), the modeled upper terrace in both
cases is shallower by approximately 30% to 40% and about 60% shorter
in the case of Crater 1, with respect to the DTM proﬁles, while the upper
and lower wall inclinations can be as steep as 2 times more. The failure in
reproducing the upper terrace and the inclination of the upper wall also
causes a large mismatch in the crater diameter, with a difference of
~26% and ~8%, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2. In absolute values,
this means a difference of ~180 and ~50 m between the modeled and the
measured crater diameters, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2. The
generally good results obtained by implementing a low intact cohesion
Yi in our models, together with the fact that the same value is used to
explain complex crater collapse in Ganymede (“empirical method”) by
Bray et al. (2008), might indicate that the intermediate nonporous ice
layer did not undergo a severe compaction.
5.2. Crater Morphology Sensitivity to the Damaged Cohesion

We test only a limited number of values of damaged cohesion Yd for the nonporous ice layer, whereas seven
orders of magnitude for the porous ice layer. For the best ﬁt model, we use the same value of 10 kPa for both
porous and nonporous ice layers. Although lower values for the damaged cohesion in the porous ice layer
might have favored a more realistic depth‐to‐diameter ratio of the two craters (pale blue solid lines in
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Figure 12. Final snapshot of the best ﬁt model for Crater 2 (see caption of Figure 5 and Table 1 for the model values),
overlaid by the DTM proﬁle (red line). The left panel shows the three different target material: porous ice (cyan),
nonporous ice (blue), and basaltic crust (green). The right panel shows damage accumulation, in a color scale given by
the legend. The morphometric measures are given in the second row of Table S3 in the supporting information.

Figures 9a and S4a), the central pit shape and dimensions do not gain any improvement by decreasing the
damaged cohesion Yd (pale blue dotted lines in Figures 9 and S4). The value of 10 kPa for Yd, adopted
also by Silber et al. (2017), is in between that of completely fragmented ice (0 MPa for the Martian
surface, Senft & Stewart, 2008) and higher values (10 MPa in Ganymede, Bray et al., 2008), and it should
account for the possible fracturing occurring in planetary contexts (Durham & Stern, 2001). As shown in
Figures 8 and 9 for Crater 1, and Figures S3 and S4 for Crater 2, an independent increase in the damaged
cohesion Yd in the porous and nonporous ice layers causes a general decrease of the crater diameter (pale
blue and blue solid lines in Figures 9b and S4b). In particular, we ﬁnd that varying the damaged cohesion
Yd in the nonporous ice intermediate layer leads to the highest variation in the crater morphology,
causing the upper terrace to develop at shallower depths than what observed in the actual crater. The
difference might reach ~85%, which in absolute values means up to 20 m of difference between models
and real crater, well above the model uncertainties. Prieur et al. (2018) found that the concentric
morphology can develop when a damaged cohesion difference is greater than 0.05–0.45 MPa, or when
normalized by the lithostatic pressure (ΔYd0/ρgT, with ΔYd0 = damaged cohesion difference, ρ = upper
layer density, g = gravity acceleration, and T = upper layer thickness), greater than 0.03–0.27, when
assuming and impact velocity of 12.7 km/s. In our models, if applying this formula, we derive a value of
0.03 for the interface between porous and nonporous ice and 0.43 for the interface between nonporous ice
and basalt, in agreement with the range proposed by Prieur et al. for the development of terraces at layer
boundaries. According to these calculations, the double‐terraced morphology might be expected in this
target geometry. The outcome of the best ﬁt model shows that doubling the thickness of the porous ice
layer leads to a decrease of approximately a factor 6 in the upper terrace.
5.3. Crater Morphology Sensitivity to the Damaged Friction Coefﬁcient
With regard to the effects of the damaged friction coefﬁcient μd on the crater morphology, for the porous and
nonporous ice layers, we test the range of values derived in laboratory (0.2–0.55, Beeman et al., 1988;
Durham & Stern, 2001). The value of 0.18 selected for the best ﬁt model is slightly lower than the one measured in laboratory and used for modeling investigations (e.g., Luther et al., 2017). According to our analysis,
the lower μd is ﬁrst responsible for the development of the upper terrace at the correct depths observed in the
DTM proﬁles (cf. Figures 10 and S5). At the same time, the effects of setting a value of 0.6 for the nonporous
ice layers μd on the crater morphology can be also appraised from Figures 11 and S6: The crater depth‐to‐diameter ratio (blue solid lines, Figures 11a and S6a) remains constant within ~18% for both craters, but the pit
diameter (blue dotted lines, Figures 11b and Sb) undergoes a severe enlargement (up to the 35%) with respect
to the best ﬁt. A similar trend is not observed when varying μd on the porous ice layer (pale blue lines,
Figures 11 and S6). In this case, the pit diameter trends remain constant within 10%, but up to 1.5 times larger than the corresponding curves for the nonporous ice layer (dotted pale blue lines vs. blue lines). This
might be due to the fact that the variation of the depth‐to‐diameter and diameter with μd in the porous
ice layer (pale blue lines) refers to a simulation suite with different material parameters than the ones used
for the best ﬁt model (cf. ﬁgures caption), where the μd for the basaltic crust is set to 0.6 as well. Indeed, as
highlighted also in panels a, c, and d of Figures 10 and S5, the damaged friction coefﬁcient μd of the basaltic
layer has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the ﬁnal pit dimensions: when adopting the standard value for rocks (0.6,
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Figure 13. Final snapshot of the best ﬁt model for Crater 2 (see caption of Figure 5 and Table 1 for the model values),
overlaid by the DTM proﬁle (red line). The left panel shows the best ﬁt model in standard conditions, that is, using
an asteroidal projectile (here modeled with a basaltic composition), while the right panel shows the same model, but
adopting a cometary projectile (which was modeled as nonporous ice). In this second case, the impact velocity was set to
28 km/s, corresponding to the 45° component of the average velocity of near‐parabolic comets on Mars (Steel, 1998).
The plot colors are referred to the three different materials: cyan for the porous ice, blue for the nonporous ice, and green
for the basaltic crust. Note that the ice‐projectile simulation showed on the right panel is at a 10 CPPR, and the time of
the snapshot is 20 s. The crater has not yet ﬁnished to form, but, due to computational issues, it was not possible to
continue anymore this run. However, this does not preclude the discussion and outcome presented in the text, since
the central pit has not developed.

e.g., Jaeger et al., 2007), the pit develops up to twice the diameter expected from the measured topographic
proﬁle, causing the lower terraced to have a negligible width.
5.4. Central Pit: Morphology and Key Factors
The friction coefﬁcient is largely responsible for the dimensions of the central pit, and knowledge of the
damaged friction coefﬁcient μd of each of the target layers is important for properly modeling the resulting
crater morphology. Changes to μd can cause the crater diameter to increase by a factor of 5, and the depth by
a factor of 10, well above the uncertainties of models and DTM proﬁles. In the case of our best ﬁt model for
Crater 1, the central pit is 208.9 ± 2.5 and 58.8 ± 2.5 m, respectively, in diameter and depth, in comparison to
those observed in the terrain model of 198.9 ± 12.3 and 34.8 ± 2.5 m. This means that the central pit is ~5%
larger and ~65% deeper, when compared to the respective topographic proﬁle. In the case of Crater 2, the
discrepancy is much more severe, as it is possible to appreciate when comparing Figures 9 and S4, where
the diameter and depth trends of Crater 2 are much greater than those of Crater 1. The central pit derived
from the numerical simulations has a diameter of 122.7 ± 1.9 m and a depth of 38.5 ± 1.9 m, ~120% larger
and ~430% deeper than the central pit of the actual crater (being 56.2 ± 9.5 and 7.2 ± 0.9 m, diameter and
depth respectively).
Such a signiﬁcant discrepancy between the modeled and observed central pit morphology might be
explained by the poor knowledge of the target rheology and stratigraphy, and/or the projectile properties.
The damaged friction coefﬁcient μd of the basaltic crust partly contributes to the ﬁnal central pit shape
and dimensions, though it is not the only property inﬂuencing the pit morphometry. Indeed, we did not
get a good ﬁt in the case of Crater 2. Additional complexities and/or variations in the target conﬁgurations,
such as a different porosity of the basaltic crust, the presence of embedded sheets of dust/regolith, or the activation of the dilatancy model, do not lead to any improvement of the modeled central pit with the observed
one (see supporting information for the details on these simulations). Therefore, we consider whether the pit
sizes might depend on the impact geometry or on the projectile material and density. In particular, whether
the impactor properties might explain the different degree of accuracy of the two modeled craters with the
respective DTM proﬁle. In iSALE‐2D, due to its 2‐D nature, oblique impacts can be simulated by varying the
vertical speed. We test the formation of Crater 2, adopting the lower impact velocity of 5 km/s (corresponding to the vertical component of a 30° impact), ﬁnding a decrease of 25% of the central pit dimensions (see
supporting information for more details). Therefore, a larger and slower (and/or more oblique) projectile
might partly account for getting a better ﬁt for the central pit.
The impactor properties, like material and density, might have an important role to the development of this
feature too. Indeed, after Melosh (1989), the penetration depth dp of the impactor depends on its diameter L
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
through the formula dp ¼ L ϱp =ϱt , where ϱp and ϱt are the densities of the projectile and the target,
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respectively (cf. Equation 7.3.1 at page 114 in Melosh, 1989). According to this equation, a large portion of
the initial kinetic energy is deposited on the basaltic layer in our current model setup. However, a different
impact scenario with a smaller, lower‐density and faster projectile would lead to a lower penetration depth.
To test this hypothesis, we implemented a simulation using a comet‐like impactor. The impact velocity is set
to 28 km/s (Steel, 1998), which requires a projectile radius of 6 m to ﬁt the crater diameter. Figure 13 shows
the comparison of the craters obtained using either basalt (left panel, corresponding to the model used so far
in the paper) or nonporous ice (right panel) composition for the projectile, as a proxy for asteroids and
comets, respectively. Overall, the two projectile materials yield very similar results in terms of crater diameter and rim height, upper terrace width, and inclinations of both upper and lower crater wall inclination.
In this case, the central pit does not develop at all in the case of an icy projectile, providing support to the fact
that a different suite of projectile parameters can have a leading role in controlling the pit dimensions.
5.5. Crater Rim
The modeled crater rims are higher than the one observed in the topographic proﬁles, with a difference of
0.4–2.1 times the rim of Crater 1 and 1.9–7.8 times the rim of Crater 2. For the speciﬁc best ﬁt model, the
crater rim is 1.2 and 4.4 times higher than the one measured in the DMT proﬁle, respectively, for the two
cases. In absolute values, this means a difference of 1.3 and 4.8 m, for Crater 1 and Crater 2, respectively.
As noticed in Figure 4, and in the crater formation video on the supporting information, the crater rim and
proximal ejecta of both craters are mainly composed of the ice, with randomly spaced rocky chunks originated as high‐velocity ejecta from the basaltic crust. Therefore, the difference between the rims of the modeled craters and their respective DTMs may be partly ascribed to ice sublimation processes.
However, the rims of the two craters are reproduced with a different accuracy. This might be due to different
ages of the two impact structures (and therefore a different degree of degradation) and/or the presence of a
thicker surﬁcial dust/regolith at the site of Crater 1. Both studied craters exhibit a thin ejecta deposit that
might extend up to about 5 times the crater radius beyond the crater rim (Figure 2), exhibiting a dune‐like
morphology in the proximal ejecta, while a subradial facies beyond in the distal deposits, starting at about
two crater radii from the crater center. This behavior implies the presence of a high lithic content in the
near‐surface area that behaves as a protective sheet preventing or slowing down ice sublimation (e.g.,
Kadish et al., 2010; Nunes et al., 2011). As for instance, Chevrier et al. (2007) found that regolith layers inhibit ice loss rate up to a factor of 8 and that at temperature between 160 and 170 K, the humidity precludes ice
sublimation. Barlow et al. (2014) investigated layered ejecta smoothing into a thin deposit, which ends with a
sinuous appearance too. This special pattern, called by the author as “Low‐Aspect‐Ratio Layered Ejecta”
(LARLE), was suggested to develop after an impact into ice‐ and dust‐rich mantling deposits and can then
turn into the pedestal ejecta morphology during lower obliquity periods when ice sublimates (Boyce
et al., 2015). However, Crater 1 shows a very well‐preserved and deﬁned ejecta deposit, with a characteristic
rough and hummocky morphology, which is not as clearly distinguishable around Crater 2. From observations, the basaltic crust is at the same depth for both impact structures. Hence, given Crater 1 is larger than
Crater 2 (~710 m vs. ~590 m), it would excavate material from a depth ~1.2 times deeper (57.0 m vs. 47.1 m, if

assuming an excavation depth H exc ~ 1 10 Dt , and a transient diameter Dt~0.8D, e.g., Melosh, 1989).
Additionally, on the south‐eastern zone of the ejecta deposit surrounding Crater 1, another small single‐terraced crater (~350 m in diameter and ~14 m in depth, cf. Figure 2c) is present, whose morphology suggests
the presence of an upper layer (perhaps the protective dust/regolith surface covering) with distinct properties, including fracturing degree, density, and composition, from the underlying layer.
5.6. Martian Climate Evolution
Although the two craters are only ~140 km away, the subsurface structure (thicknesses of the porous and
nonporous ice layers) is different, with the top weaker layer ~10 m thinner at the site of Crater 1 compared
to Crater 2. This suggests the two sites have experienced different amounts or timing of ice accumulation, or
ice modiﬁcation (e.g., compaction and fracturing), due to local variability in surface and atmospheric processes. The value of 8–12 mm/year for ice accumulation in the Arcadia Planitia region in a moderate obliquity (25–35°) found by the Global Circulation Models of Madeleine et al. (2009) would translate into a
minimum of an ~1 kyr longer period of ice/snow accumulation at Crater 2 area to account for the 10 m
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thicker stratum of the porous ice at that site (with a longer timeframe needed depending on the amount of
densiﬁcation experienced by this layer compared to the density at which it is deposited).
We can alternatively, or additionally, consider that at the Crater 1 location a larger amount of lithic component was incorporated into the ice, which would therefore grow a thicker dust covering during periods of
instability, better preserving the ice from further sublimation. A lower amount of lithic content at the
Crater 2 location might be also supported by the fact that Crater 2 rim is completely ﬂattened at the level
of the surface (e.g., DTM proﬁle in Figure 12). Additionally, many additional processes might affect the local
rates of ice deposition, sublimation, and evolution, including the presence of salts to generate premelt ﬁlms
around the ice grains and/or aid in sintering and/or differences in the mass balance of the ice. The entire ice
layer is likely the result of a complicated and continuous process of multiple periods of deposition, removal,
and modiﬁcation during different obliquity periods among the late Amazonian era (e.g., Head et al., 2003;
Kadish et al., 2010). Future modeling that accounts for vertically heterogeneous ice‐dust mixtures could
yield useful insights to the role that lithic material embedded in ice‐rich target materials plays on the crater
formation process.

6. Conclusion
Relatively small, simple craters develop concentric, or terraced, morphologies due to the different response
of shock waves encountering target layers of different composition, density, and/or rheology, with the deeper substratum having higher strength (e.g., Lange & Ahrens, 1987; Oberbeck & Quaide, 1967; Senft &
Stewart, 2008).
In this study, we select two double‐terraced craters (Crater 1: Dc = 713 m, Crater 2: Dc = 588 m) from the
Bramson et al. (2015) database for Arcadia Planitia, a northern midlatitude region of Mars with numerous
lines of evidence for shallow subsurface ice. The lower terrace occurs at the same depth of ~40 m for both
craters and is hypothesized to be the interface between material properties also responsible for the subsurface radar reﬂectors measured by the SHARAD instrument (Bramson et al., 2015). The low bulk dielectric
constant derived from SHARAD measurements, together with surﬁcial geomorphological structures in
the region, led that study to the conclusion that the deeper terrace may be the interface between a relatively
clean ice (with a dust content of 1–5% in the total volume of ice) layer overtop the stronger, basaltic bedrock
(Bramson et al., 2015). The smaller, upper crater terrace, which is located at different depths for the two craters, might represent a transition in the ice properties: from a younger surﬁcial porous (~35%) ice layer over
denser (nonporous) ice (Bramson et al., 2015).
We numerically model the formation of these two impact craters by means of the iSALE shock physics code
(Amsden et al., 1980; Collins et al., 2004, 2011; Wünnemann et al., 2006). For an assumed vertical impact
speed of 7 km/s and impactor density of ~2,500 kg/m3, our best ﬁt models are for a projectile radius of 20
and 15 m, respectively, for Crater 1 and Crater 2. Our simulations reproduce the morphology of the crater
walls and terracing very well. We ﬁnd that the inclination of the upper wall is mainly controlled by the intact
and damaged cohesions of the nonporous ice layer, while the depth and size of the upper terrace is mainly
controlled by the damaged friction coefﬁcient of both the porous and nonporous ice layers. However, the
modeled central pit is up to 2 times larger than the observed ones. Although the target properties, like the
damaged friction coefﬁcient of the bedrock and local stratigraphic variations, may be partly responsible
for the poor ﬁt, we ﬁnd that the projectile properties, including density, material, and impact speed, play
a key role in the formation and ﬁnal size of the central pit.
Our modeling lends support to the presence of excess water ice in the near surface in Arcadia Planitia as a
plausible explanation for the terraced crater morphologies which are abundant across the region. The different stratigraphies at the two impact sites might suggest a temporal and spatial variability of ice deposition
and evolution. In particular, the possible presence of a higher lithic content at Crater 1 region, as suggested
also by the morphology of its ejecta blanket, could have caused a different sublimation rate between the two
impact sites and inﬂuenced the process of ice deposition/removal during different high obliquity periods
among the late Amazonian era. Future modeling that accounts for vertically heterogeneous ice‐dust mixtures could yield useful insights to the role that lithic material embedded in ice‐rich target materials plays
on the crater formation process.
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